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THE PERFECT VENUE FOR THE PERFECT EVENT - THE POLO ROOMS AT
DESERT PALM, DUBAI

Desert Palm’s conference facility, the Polo Rooms, has firmly established itself on the events
stage and has played host to a number of high profile corporate events and weddings. Located
at the stunning Desert Palm resort and nestled behind the luscious polo fields, the state-of-theart event facility is a unique offering in a unique setting.
With a generous ballroom that can host up to 300 people or can be divided into five separate
meeting spaces for more intimate gatherings, the specialist event team at the boutique resort
has become the “go-to” team for anyone looking for a memorable event in the city.

Bridal Packages
The Polo Rooms at Desert Palm have hosted a number of local and international weddings.
With a professional wedding specialist on hand to provide support throughout the process,
brides-to-be and their families can call on a wealth of expertise ranging from catering services,
wedding ceremonies and reception requirements, flower arrangements, plus special seating,
entertainment and photography requirements as well as complimentary valet parking for guests.
With extensive onsite facilities at Desert Palm for the bridal couple and their families to take
advantage of, the resort is among the most popular wedding destinations in Dubai. In addition to
the beautiful backdrops for photography, including green vistas and the four championship polo
fields, Desert Palm provides bridal parties with access to its world class LIME Spa, The Stables
Fitness Centre, outdoor swimming pool and a choice of food and beverage options. With the
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option of upgraded rooms and suites for the bride and groom as well as special rates at its
spacious rooms and suites for out of town guests, Desert Palm can provide for all matrimonial
requirements.
Menus are tailor made to guest preferences, ranging from sit down silver service and canapés
to carefully crafted dishes with live cooking stations from the buffet. The team can also arrange
group activities including a host of desert options, high-adrenaline adventures, entertainment or
more laid back excursions, diversions and fringe activities.

Corporate Offering
The Polo Rooms have been fitted out with the latest in state-of-the-art audio visual technology
including ceiling mounted LCD projectors and screens, fully equipped business centre,
complimentary Wi-Fi and discreet IT support on standby.
Those who enjoy polo can take in an exhilarating game on one of the four championship
courses on the estate between October and May. Smaller incentive groups can even sign up for
a stick and ball lesson, which is perfect for team building during the polo season and even
camel polo can be arranged.
Desert Palm offers 38 suites and villas for guests who wish to extend their stay and enjoy the
extensive LIME Spa featuring internationally renowned Eminence and VOYA treatments, award
winning restaurants RARE and Epicure and the shisha terrace for chilled out evenings.
To book your event please call Desert Palm on +971 (0) 4 323 8888, visit www.desertpalm.ae or
email events@desertpalm.ae

-Ends-

About Desert Palm
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A well-kept secret, Desert Palm Dubai is only 20 minutes from Dubai’s urban heart. Located on
an extensive polo estate, the resort is nestled amidst lush polo fields, away from the bustling city
centre. An oasis of calm, this sumptuously and discreetly luxurious retreat is a hidden world with
cosy private pool villas, chic spaces for culinary refinement and spa indulgences surrounded by
vast green landscapes, rare birds and endless sunshine.
Desert Palm Dubai has transitioned from operating as part of the MINOR Hotel Group & PER
AQUUM Resorts and Hotels to an independent property managed by successful, creative and
highly driven customer oriented team members.
For any further information, please contact:
Camelia Binbrek
Director - Sales and Marketing
Email: camelia.binbrek@desertpalm.ae

